
Pedagogy Committee 
10/12/20 

Members Present: 
Henry, Katie, Mariah, Kiersten, Meghan, Amy O, Shelly, Sherry 
 

1. Order at 2:40 pm 
2. Peer Evaluations 

a. Henry will email Kayla, Brooke, and Shelby as potential peer evaluators→ if they 
say yes, they will be put onto the Peer Eval doc. 

b. We will do 3 short observations, including Erdkinder. Will consider a longer 
observation if ErdKinder comes back on campus? 

c. For ErdKinder Zoom observations: share norms with observer and teacher to 
make sure the teacher doesn’t lose points for agreed-upon norms during Zoom 
call. 

3. FastBridge 
a. 83/17 split → scores higher than anticipated after spring COVID situation 
b. Shelly will follow up with Scotti and Susan about potential questions they might 

have about data or interpreting scores. 
4. Teacher Growth Goals 

a. We will do these on Nov. 2 inservice day 
b. 1 goal for each teacher 
c. Individual growth goal will be the same for all teachers--continuing to develop 

distance learning and hybrid plans 
5. PD 

a. Mental Health Zoom PD on Nov. 2 
b. No other PD opportunities suggested at this time--inservice days are especially 

useful work days. 
6. Conferences 

a. Sherry will communicate updates with classroom teachers if a student is 
transitioning to on-campus at the beginning of second quarter 

b. FastBridge scores brought up at conferences but not a focal point; typically not 
used at first quarter or used with data-driven families/families of students with 
score concerns 

c. Teachers: send an invite to Henry for weekly team meetings 
7. Learning Mode Changes 

a. It will be at least a couple more weeks of hybrid 
b. Teachers: make sure daily schedule for all 3 tiers are ready to go and any other 

information is ready 
8. Other notes 

a. Henry & Katie will update Peer Observer assignments 
b. Danica trying out Kitt’s position→ teachers: when a concern arises, call Danica 

and she can call someone to help escalate. 
9. Ended at 3:20pm. 


